GREECE 6N//7D
Day 01- Athens – Mykonos
Arrrive Athens and you will be met and transferred to port of Rafina to take the ferry to
Mykonos. Arrive in the evening at Mykonos & transfer to your hotel. Overnight in
Mykonos.
Day 02: Mykonos
After breakfast at hotel day free at leisure or proceed for a tour to Delos. Overnight in
Mykonos.
Delos Tour

Uncover the archeological drama of Delos on a tour from Mykonos!
With an expert local guide, cruise over the sea to the UNESCOlisted sacred island, and explore its main excavation site on a
walking tour. Hear all about the island in the days of Ancient Greece,
and admire highlights of the excavations including the Terrace of
the Lions, House of Dionysus, Archeological Museum of Delos and
more. Overnight in Mykonos.

Day 03: Mykonos – Santorini
This morning free time to enjoy a last swim at the blue
crystal waters or some last shopping. Later transfer by
ferry to Santorini. Arrive Santorini and transfer to hotel.
Overnight in Santorini.
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Day 04: Santorini
After breakfast at hotel proceed for a full day tour of Caldera and Oia. Overnight in
Santorini.
Caldera and Oia Tour

A relaxing cruise along the Aegean Sea takes you to smaller
volcanic islands surrounding Santorini. Set foot on the crater of
a live volcano, indulge in calming hot springs and mud baths,
and watch a romantic sunset at the village of Oia.
Hop aboard the traditional King Thiras and set sail for the island
of Nea Kameni. Step onto an active volcanic island and climb
the gravelly walkway to the top of a crater. You feel a thrill as the
area seems to come alive, due to its many active sulfur vents
and its lush carpet of red succulent plants.
Continue to the smaller island of Palea Kemeni, which boasts
comfortable hot springs and calming mud baths. Once your boat
drops anchor, you can swim to the shore and immerse yourself
in the thermal pools. The closer ashore you swim, the warmer the water becomes.
Next, head to Therasia, a charming islet untouched by mass tourism. Spend your free time
enjoying lunch at one of the waterfront tavernas (restaurants) or exploring other areas of the
island. Wander the narrow pathways to charismatic villages, discover brightly-painted houses,
and absorb the friendly Greek atmosphere.
Back on Santorini, you arrive at the traditional village of Oia, known for its spectacular sunset. As
the sun disappears below the horizon, behold vibrant hues of orange and yellow shining across
the whitewashed houses and the caldera in the distance.

Day 05: Santorini – Crete
After breakfast at hotel check out and transfer to airport
to take the ferry to Crete – Hiraklion. Arrive Hiraklion and
check in at hotel. Rest of the day free at leisure.
Overnight in Crete.
Day 06: Crete
Breakfast at hotel. Post breakfast proceed for a full day tour of Spinalonga Island Tour.
Evening return to hotel. Overnight in Crete.
Spinalonga Island full day Tour with BBQ lunch
With full day tour to Spinalonga island from Heraklion,
you will have the opportunity to admire the beautiful and
wild rocky beaches around the gulf of Mirabello. From the
port of Agios Nikolaos you will heading north towards
Elounda and will sail close by the coasts.
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In about 45 minutes you will discover Spinalonga. Visit this island whose walls hold a thousand
and one secrets is a unique experience. The island of Spinalonga, actually a little island – rock
just 850 meters
round the gulf of Elounda, was firstly inhabited by Christians who used the island as a hiding
place during the Roman occupation of Crete. In 1575 the Venetians constructed there a most
impressive fortress, which was later converted into a colony for the lepers. The boat will stay for
about one hour in the little rock of Spinalonga giving you time to go around and see the island.
Victoria Hislop inspired by the history of Spinalonga and wrote her famous bestseller book "The
island".
The next stop will be the small and beautiful bay of Kolokytha. Enjoy your time sunbathing and
relaxing on the sun decks of the boat or swimming in the clear blue waters while your BBQ lunch
is on the grill. After finishing the lunch you will return slowly back to Agios Nikolaos.

Day 07: Departure
Breakfast at hotel. Post breakfast check out and transfer to airport to take a flight to
Athens to take connecting flight back home.

End of Tour.
Hope the above meets your requirements. We would be keen to help you with any
further requirements / customizations as required.
Happy Journey to You!!!

Thanks & Regards
Keya Chakraborty
Mob: 9830533729
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